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Abstract 
 
Increasing numbers of older adults are presenting to hospital emergency departments (ED). 
However, they are very heterogeneous in the nature of the acute problems they present with, 
their health prior to becoming ill, and their personal and social circumstances.  
 
When older adults present to ED with acute life-threatening illnesses, a hospital admission 
may bring the benefits of urgent diagnostics, close monitoring and hospital-level treatments. 
However, survivors may experience a «post-hospital syndrome» (PHS) characterised by 
physical and/or cognitive «deconditioning». Despite rehabilitation attempts, PHS may have 
long-lasting effects requiring new care arrangements. PHS is not only related to the original 
illness severity, but also to pre-existing vulnerabilities (e.g. dementia, frailty) and suboptimal 
processes of hospital care (e.g. sleep deprivation, low physical activity). 
 
When the need for hospital admission is predicated on low acuity presentations and/or lack 
of social supports, exposing the person to the potentially deconditioning effects of the 
hospital environment can result in more harm than benefit. Awareness of this is low. 
 
In ED, the real-time performance of geriatric assessment can help non-specialist teams 
reach better patient-centered decisions on patient disposition (i.e. admit or discharge). 
However, setting up these services in urgent care is an interprofessional challenge.  
 
In Ireland, the «Home First Team» embeds a multidisciplinary geriatric assessment team in 
ED collaborating with Emergency and Geriatric Medicine practitioners to help establish the 
most appropriate patient disposition. In this model, discharge from the ED is facilitated by the 
parallel development of the Geriatric Day Hospital hub as a rapid access follow-up facility. 
 


